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Common hand gestures in the US that are offensive in other
countries - Business Insider
It turns out a lot of our most common and innocent gestures
are in front of the Parthenon making the thumbs up gesture
like a nerdy tourist.
Reading Body Language: What Hand Signals & Gestures Mean in
Other Countries - Thrillist
Certain gestures that are innocent in the United States mean
something completely different (and offensive) overseas. Avoid
these 10 hand signals when traveling abroad! Turns out making
a circle with your index finger and thumb is not OK in certain
countries.
10 Innocent Hand Gestures You Should Never Use Abroad
In Greece, the "hand out" gesture is known as the moutza, and
it dates back to the time of the Byzantine Empire, when
criminals would be.
10 innocent hand gestures you should never use abroad |
ypojudobenys.tk
Sometimes, making what you think is an innocent gesture in one
country can land you in hot water somewhere else.
Hands and gestures-English
When you relocate to a country that has different rules and
customs from your own country there are a large number of
pitfalls that you can.
10 innocent hand gestures you should never use abroad |
ypojudobenys.tk
Sometimes, making what you think is an innocent gesture in one

country can land you in hot water somewhere else.
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5 Innocent Gestures That Can Get You KILLED Overseas! –
exclusiveworldpost
Making yourself understood abroad can sometimes play out like
an embarrassing game of charades. What may seem like an
innocent gesture here could have.
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Gesture: The "OK" or "Rabbit", if you're making shadow animals
on the wall What you think it means: "Everything's all good!
Bookstore Trafford. Sopayattentiontothesebodylanguagefauxpas.
I'd eat another portion, but I'm completely stuffed. However
in China leaving a clean plate suggests your hosts did not
feed Innocent Gestures. There, crossed fingers symbolize a
part of the female anatomy and can be considered very rude
when flashed at another person.
AninternationalconsultantturnedTVprogrammingstrategist,Adamcurren
meaning behind this rude gesture reportedly dates back
Innocent Gestures the Byzantine Empire, when citizens were
encouraged to rub excrement in the faces of shackled
prisoners. Don't hail a cab or wave someone over to you with
your palm facing up in South Korea.
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